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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA	         IN THE GENERAL COURT OF JUSTICE
							SUPERIOR COURT DIVISION
COUNTY OF ALAMANCE				FILE NO.  08-CVS-224


ARMACELL LLC,				)
						)	
		Plaintiff,			)	
						)	PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
v.						)	ORDER
						)	
JEFFREY BOSTIC, 				)
L’ISOLANTE K-FLEX S.r.l., and		)
K-FLEX USA L.L.C.				)
						)
		Defendant.			)


Plaintiff has brought various claims against Defendant Bostic, including claims for misappropriation of trade secrets under North Carolina law, violation of the federal Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1030, violation of North Carolina’s computer trespass statute, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 14-458, and breach of a confidentiality agreement.  Plaintiff has moved for a preliminary injunction against Bostic.  He does not oppose the injunction, and he consents to Plaintiff’s proposed injunctive decree.
Defendant has admitted (in his answer to the First Amended Complaint) that the Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this controversy and personal jurisdiction over him.  Defendant has also admitted (in his answer) that he was a senior research scientist for Plaintiff and was responsible for researching, developing, and testing the company’s products, as well as assisting Plaintiff in developing more efficient manufacturing processes.  His answer does not deny that he executed the employment agreement that is attached to that pleading, and therefore that allegation is deemed admitted.  N.C. R. Civ. P. 8(d).  That agreement imposes on him a duty to maintain Plaintiff’s confidential data (as defined in the agreement) in “strictest confidence” and prohibited him from disclosing or using the confidential data in ways that would not benefit Plaintiff.  In the agreement, Bostic acknowledged that “use or disclosure or a threat of use or disclosure would cause irreparable harm to [Plaintiff],” and that “certain business and technical information, including but not limited to formulas, patterns, programs, devices, compilations of information, methods, techniques and processes constitute trade secrets.”   The agreement defined “confidential data” to include “all information related to the business of the [Plaintiff], or to its products, sales or businesses which is not general public knowledge, specifically including (but without limiting the generality of the foregoing) all financial and accounting data; computer software; processes; formulae; inventions; methods; trade secrets; computer programs, engineering or technical data; manufacturing techniques; patents, patent applications, copyrights and copyright applications (in any such case, whether registered or to be registered in the United States of America or elsewhere) applied for, issued to or owned by [Plaintiff]; information concerning pricing and pricing policies; marketing techniques; suppliers; methods and manner of operations; and information relating to the identity, needs and location of all past, present and prospective customers.”
By sworn affidavits, Plaintiff has presented evidence that Bostic misappropriated large amounts of trade secrets in which Plaintiff has rights, including the following:  (a) tube line process; (b) sheet line process; (c) raw material substitution data; (d) automated packaging process for the tube line; (e) single pass mixing process for compound production; (f) specifications, costs and testing procedures for raw materials; (g) UV product protection process; (h) vacuum extrusion technology for tube production; (i) vacuum extrusion technology for sheet production; (j) modernized technical foam sheet line technology; (k) automated mixing technology; (l) elastomeric self seal and lap seal processes; (m) alternative polymer systems processes; (n) crushed foam technology; (o) thin gauge technology; (p) granulate technology; (q) AP formulation; (r) AP 2” sheet formulations; (s) Aislaflex formulation; (t) NH product recipe; (u) APH wall padding technology; (v) NC1 production techniques and recipes; and (w) WMA production techniques and recipes.
Bostic does not controvert Plaintiff’s evidence or deny that he misappropriated trade secrets.  Rather, he invokes the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and asserts a right against self incrimination in response to Plaintiff’s allegations that he misappropriated trade secrets and breached his obligations under the non-disclosure agreement.
	A preliminary injunction is appropriate if the movant shows a likelihood of success on the merits and if the court concludes that the injunction is necessary for the protection of a plaintiff’s rights during the course of litigation.  A.E.P. Indus. v. McClure, 308 N.C. 393, 401, 302 S.E.2d 754, 759-60 (1983).  “It is well settled that an injunction will issue to prevent unauthorized disclosure and use of trade secrets and confidential information.” Travenol Labs., Inc. v. Turner, 30 N.C.App. 686, 692, 228 S.E.2d 478, 483 (1976); see N.C. Gen. Stat. § 66-154(a).
Plaintiff’s Motion for Preliminary Injunction is GRANTED.  Bostic has not disputed or rebutted Plaintiff’s evidence showing that Plaintiff is entitled to trade secret protection with respect to the categories of information described below, that he has misappropriated trade secrets by copying numerous files, and that he has violated his contractual obligation to maintain Plaintiff’s confidential information in the strictest confidence.  In a civil case, adverse inferences may be drawn against a party who asserts the Fifth Amendment and remains silent. Baxter v. Palmigiano, 425 U.S. 308, 318 (1976) (“the Fifth Amendment does not forbid adverse inferences against parties to civil actions when they refuse to testify in response to probative evidence offered against them”); see Arminius Schleifmittel GMBH v. Design Indus., Inc., 2007 WL 534573 (M.D.N.C. Feb. 15, 2007) (granting injunction against defendant who asserted Fifth Amendment privilege because by asserting the privilege he rendered plaintiff’s factual presentation unrebutted).  Because Bostic has not rebutted Plaintiff’s evidence, Plaintiff has established a likelihood of success on the merits of its claims for misappropriation of trade secrets and breach of his confidentiality agreement.  The Court also finds that the injunction is necessary for the protection of Plaintiff’s rights during the course of litigation, particularly in light of the significant amount of trade secrets at issue and their sensitive nature.
Bostic does not request that a bond be imposed in connection with the issuance of this injunction.  Since Bostic has not asserted a right to use or disclose Plaintiff’s trade secrets or confidential information, and he has not asserted any injury he will sustain if the injunction issues, no additional bond is needed and none will be required beyond the $2,000.00 security that is already on file in connection with the temporary restraining order that previously issued in this matter.
Accordingly, the pursuant to Rule 65 of the North Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure, it is hereby ordered as follows: 
1.	Defendant Jeffrey Bostic is enjoined and prohibited from disclosing, discussing, using, sharing, or transmitting information or data relating to any of the following trade secrets owned or licensed by Armacell:  (a) tube line process; (b) sheet line process; (c) raw material substitution data; (d) automated packaging process for the tube line; (e) single pass mixing process for compound production; (f) specifications, costs and testing procedures for raw materials; (g) UV product protection process; (h) vacuum extrusion technology for tube production; (i) vacuum extrusion technology for sheet production; (j) modernized technical foam sheet line technology; (k) automated mixing technology; (l) elastomeric self seal and lap seal processes; (m) alternative polymer systems processes; (n) crushed foam technology; (o) thin gauge technology; (p) granulate technology; (q) AP formulation; (r) AP 2” sheet formulations; (s) Aislaflex formulation; (t) NH product recipe; (u) APH wall padding technology; (v) NC1 production techniques and recipes; and (w) WMA production techniques and recipes.
2.	To protect Plaintiff’s rights under the confidentiality and non-disclosure agreement, Defendant Jeffrey Bostic is enjoined and prohibited from disclosing, discussing, using, sharing, or transmitting confidential information related to Plaintiff’s business, products, or sales that is not general public knowledge, including financial and accounting data; computer software and programs; processes, formulae, and methods; inventions; engineering or technical data; manufacturing techniques; patents, patent applications, copyrights, and copyright applications applied for, issued to, or owned by Plaintiff; information concerning pricing and pricing policies; marketing techniques; suppliers; methods and manner of operations; and information relating to the identity, needs and location of Plaintiff’s customers.
3.	Defendant Jeffrey Bostic is ordered to return to counsel for Plaintiff within five (5) business days of this Order the following:  all property belonging to Plaintiff that he removed from Plaintiff’s premises, computers, or computer networks; all data files, diskettes, or records that constitute and contain either trade secrets as defined in paragraph 1 of this decree or Plaintiff’s confidential information as defined in paragraph 2 of this decree; and any and all copies of any of the foregoing trade secrets or confidential information.
4.	Defendant Jeffrey Bostic is enjoined and prohibited from directly or indirectly communicating with, performing any services for, or providing assistance to K-Flex USA LLC or L’Isolante K-Flex S.r.l., or any of their officers, directors or agents.  However, this restraint shall not enjoin or prohibit Bostic or his attorney to communicate with K-Flex USA LLC or its attorney (i) for the purpose of negotiating any terms of Bostic’s receipt or termination of employment income or benefits from K-Flex USA LLC, or (ii) for purposes of defending the allegations contained in the First Amended Complaint.
5.	Pursuant to Rule 65, this Order shall be binding upon Defendant and those persons or entities in active concert or participation with him who receive actual notice in any manner of the order by personal service or otherwise;
6. 	Plaintiff shall continue to leave on deposit existing security in the amount of $2,000.00 for the payment of such costs and damages as may be incurred or suffered by any person who is found to be wrongfully restrained by this Order.
Any violation of this Order while the same remains in force and effect is a contempt of Court and is punishable by both the civil and criminal contempt powers of this Court upon a proper showing.

SO ORDERED, this the 29th day of October, 2008.				
	

		/s/ Ben F. Tennille____________________	
						The Honorable Ben F. Tennille
						Chief Special Superior Court Judge
						  for Complex Business Cases

